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1 Introduction

In 1956, Tutte [12] proved that every 4-connected planar graph has a hamilton cycle,

and Thomassen [10] generalized this result; every 4-connected planar graph is hamilton-

connected. Later, Thomas and Yu [7] improved Tutte’s result: every 4-connected graph

on the projective plane has a hamilton cycle. For graphs on the torus, Grünbaum [5] and

independently Nash-Williams [6] conjectured the following:

Conjecture 1 (Grünbaum [5] and Nash-Williams [6]) Every 4-connected graph on

the torus has a hamilton cycle.

Although Conjecture 1 is still open, there are some partial solutions to it. Altshuler [1]

showed that every 6-connected toroidal graphs are Hamiltonian. (Note that such graph has

to be a triangulation of the torus.) Brunet and Richter [3] proved that every 5-connected

triangulation of the torus has a hamilton cycle, and Thomas and Yu [8] improved this to

5-connected graphs (not necessarily triangulation) on the torus. Dean and Ota [4], and

Thomas, Yu and Zang [9] showed that every 4-connected graph on the torus has a 2-factor

and a hamilton path, respectively.

In this paper, we solve the triangulation case of Conjecture 1.

Theorem 2 Every 4-connected triangulation of the torus has a hamilton cycle.

Remark that hamiltonicity of graphs on other surfaces has been also studied. Brunet,

Nakamoto and Negami [2] showed that every 5-connected triangulation of the Klein bottle

has a hamilton cycle. Thomassen [11] conjectured that for every closed surface F2, there

exists an integer r = r(F2) such that every 5-connected graph on F2 with representativity

at least r has a hamilton cycle. Note that the representativity of a graph G on a non-

spherical surface is the minimum number k such that every non-contractible simple closed
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curve intersects G at least k times. Yu [13] verified the triangulation case of Thomassen’s

conjecture. Generally, Thomassen’s conjecture is still open.

For a graph G and a vertex x, we denote the set of neighbors of x by NG(x). When

there is no fear of confusion, we write N(x) for NG(x). For X ⊂ V (G), let N(X) =

NG(X) =
∪

x∈X N(x). A block in a graph is a maximal 2-connected subgraph. (We here

regard K2 as a 2-connected graph.) For a graph G, a pair (K,K) of subgraphs of G

is called separation of G if V (G) = V (K) ∪ V (K) and each edge of G are contained in

exactly one of K and K. A separation (K,K) of G is a k-separation if |K|, |K| ≥ k + 1

and
∣∣V (K)∩ V (K)

∣∣ = k. Note that G is k-connected if and only if G has no r-separation

for each r < k.

For a path P and two vertices x, y ∈ V (P ), xPy denotes the subpath of P between x

and y. Let T be a subgraph of a graph G. A T -bridge of G is either an edge of G−E(T )

with both ends on T or a subgraph of G induced by the edges in a component of G−V (T )

and all edges from that component to T . A T -bridge which is an edge is called trivial ;

otherwise it is non-trivial. For a T -bridge B of G, the vertices in B∩T are the attachments

of B (on T ).

2 Lemmas used in the proof of Theorem 2

2.1 Known results concerning Tutte paths

Lemma 3 (Thomassen [10]) LetG be a 2-connected plane graph and letD be the outer

face cycle of G. Let u, v ∈ V (D) and let f ∈ E(D). Then G has a path T connecting u

and v through f such that any T -bridge has at most three attachments and any T -bridge

containing an edge of D has at most two attachments.

Lemma 4 (Thomas and Yu, Lemma (2.4) in [7]) Let G be a connected plane graph

and let D be the boundary walk of the outer face of G. Let u, v, x, y ∈ V (D) such that

x, y ̸∈ V (P ), where P is a subpath of D connecting u and v. Then G− {x, y} has a path

T connecting u and v such that any (T ∪ {x, y})-bridge has at most three attachments,

and any (T ∪ {x, y})-bridge containing an edge of P has at most two attachments.

Lemma 5 (Thomas and Yu, Lemma (2.7) in [7]) LetG be a 2-connected plane graph

and letD be the outer face cycle of G. Let e1, e2, e3 ∈ E(D). Then G has a cycle T contain-

ing e1, e2 and e3 such that any T -bridge has at most three attachments, and any T -bridge

containing an edge in D has at most two attachments.

Lemma 6 (Thomas and Yu, Lemma (3.2) in [7]) LetG be a 2-connected plane graph

with outer cycle D and another facial cycle D′, and let e ∈ E(D). Then G contains a cycle

T with e ∈ E(T ) such that any T -bridge has at most three attachments, any T -bridge
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containing an edge in D∪D′ has at most two attachments, and no T -bridge contains edges

in both D and D′.

2.2 Lemmas concerning a 4-separation

In this section, we consider a 4-separation in a 4-connected triangulation. For a contractible

cycle S of a graph G on the torus, let int(S) be the subgraph of G induced by all vertices

in the inside of S.

Lemma 7 Let G be a 4-connected triangulation of the torus. Suppose that G has a

contractible cycle S of length four such that int(S) has a vertex. Let G′ be the graph

obtained from G by contracting int(S) into one vertex. Then G′ is also a 4-connected

triangulation of the torus with the same representativity of G. Moreover, if G′ has a

hamilton cycle, then G also has.

Proof of Lemma 7. Assume that int(S) has at least two vertices. Let u1, u2, u3, u4

be vertices in S such that ui’s appear in S in the clockwise order. Let G′ be the graph

obtained from G by contracting int(S) to one vertex, say v. It is easy to see that G′ is

also a 4-connected triangulation of the torus. Since all non-contractible curve hitting G′

at v can be moved homotopically so that it hits ui for some i instead of v, G′ has the same

representativity as G.

Suppose that G′ has a hamilton cycle T . We will show that G also has a hamilton cycle.

Let M be the graph induced by int(S) ∪ {u1, u2, u3, u4}. Note that M is a 2-connected

plane graph. We shall show that for any pair ui and uj with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4, M − {uk, uh}
has a hamilton path TM connecting ui and uj, where {uk, uh} = V (S) − {ui, uj}. If we

can show that, replacing the vertex v in T with TM appropriately, we obtain a hamilton

cycle of G.

Suppose that j = i + 1 or j = i − 1, (let u5 = u1,) say i = 1 and j = 2 by symmetry.

Then by Lemma 4, (letting P = u1u2,) M has a path TM connecting u1 and u2 such that

every (TM ∪ {u3, u4})-bridge has at most three attachments. However, if there exists a

non-trivial (TM ∪ {u3, u4})-bridge B, then the attachments of B form a cut set in G of

order at most three, a contradiction. Then V (TM) = V (M)−{u3, u4}, and hence TM is a

desired path.

So we may assume that j = i + 2 or j = i − 2, say i = 1 and j = 3. Note that

there exists a path P connecting u1 and u3 in M − {u2, u4}. (Otherwise {u1, u2, u4}
or {u2, u3, u4} is a cut set of order three in G, a contradiction.) Let v1, v2, . . . , vr−1 be

all the cut vertices of M − {u2, u4} on P which separates u1 from u3, and let v0 = u1

and let vr = u3. We may assume that vi’s appear on P in this order. There exist

blocks M1,M2, . . . ,Mr in M − {u2, u4} such that vi−1, vi ∈ V (Mi) for any 1 ≤ i ≤ r and

M1 ∪M2 ∪ . . . ∪Mr = M − {u2, u4}. For 1 ≤ i ≤ r, let Di be the outer face boundary

of Mi. Since each Mi is a 2-connected plane graph or Mi ≃ K2, it follows from Lemma
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3 that there exists a path Ti connecting vi−1 and vi in Mi such that any Ti-bridge has

at most three attachments, and any Ti-bridge containing an edge of Di has at most two

attachments. Suppose that there exists a non-trivial Ti-bridge B in Mi. If B contains

no edges of Di, then the attachments of B form a cut set of order at most three in G, a

contradiction. On the other hand, if B contains an edge of D, then the attachments of

B together with u2 or u4 form a cut set in G, a contradiction again. Thus, there exists

no non-trivial Ti-bridge in Mi, and hence Ti is a hamilton path in Mi. Therefore, letting

TM = T1∪T2∪ . . .∪Tr, TM is a hamilton path in M −{u2, u4} connecting u1 and u3. This

completes the proof of Lemma 7. □

2.3 Lemmas concerning a 5-separation

Next we consider a 5-separation of a 4-connected triangulation of the torus. In the following

two lemmas, we consider the index of u as modulo 5.

Lemma 8 Let G be a 4-connected triangulation of the torus. Suppose that G has no

contractible cycle S ′ of length four such that int(S ′) has at least two vertices. Let S =

u1u2u3u4u5u1 be a contractible cycle in G of length five and suppose that S has no inner

chord. Let G′ be the graph obtained from G by contracting int(S) to one vertex, say v,

and suppose that G′ has a hamilton cycle T . Then G also has a hamilton cycle unless T

passes v from ui to ui+1 for some i and there exists a vertex x in G of degree four and

V (S)− {ui, ui+1} ⊂ NG(x).

Proof of Lemma 8. Suppose first that T passes v from ui to ui+2 for some i, say by

symmetry i = 1. Let M be the graph induced by int(S) ∪ V (S). Since S has no inner

chord, there exists a path P connecting u1 and u3 in M −{u2, u4, u5}. Let v1, v2, . . . , vr−1

be all the cut vertices ofM−{u2, u4, u5} on P which separates u1 from u3, and let v0 = u1

and let vr = u3. We may assume that vi’s appear on P in this order. There exist blocks

M1,M2, . . . ,Mr in M − {u2, u4, u5} such that vi−1, vi ∈ V (Mi) for any 1 ≤ i ≤ r and

M1 ∪M2 ∪ . . . ∪Mr =M − {u2, u4, u5}. For 1 ≤ i ≤ r, let Di be the outer face boundary

of Mi. Note that Mi is a 2-connected plane graph or Mi is an edge.

Suppose that for some i, Mi has a 2-separation (K,K) such that vi−1vi ̸∈ K−K. Note

that u4 and u5 is neighbors of K −K since G is 4-connected. Therefore, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r

Mj does not have such a 2-separation, except for the case where j = i and (K,K). Take

such a 2-separation (K,K) so that |K| is as small as possible. Since G is a plane graph,

K ⊂ F for all 2-separation (F, F ) such that both u4 and u5 are neighbors of F −F . Let e

be an edge in K ∩Di. If there exists no such a 2-separation (K,K), then we take an edge

e arbitrary from Di for some i.

Then it follows from Lemma 3 that for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r there exists a path Tj connecting

vj−1 and vj in Mj such that any Tj-bridge has at most three attachments, and any Tj-
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(i) (ii) (iii)

Figure 1:

bridge containing an edge of Dj has at most two attachments. In particular, when j = i,

we can take such a path Tj so that it passes through e.

Suppose that there exists a non-trivial Tj-bridge B in Mj. If B contains no edges of

Dj, then the attachments of B form a cut set of order at most three in G, a contradiction.

Thus, we may assume that B contains an edge of Dj, and hence B has at most two

attachments. Since G is 4-connected, |NG(B) ∩ {u2, u4, u5}| ≥ 2, so {u4, u5} ⊂ NG(B).

However, by the choice of (K,K), we obtain that K ⊂ B, which contradicts that TM

passes through ei ∈ E(K). Thus, there exists no non-trivial Tj-bridge in Mj, and hence

Tj is a hamilton path in Mj. Letting TM = T1 ∪ T2 ∪ . . . ∪ Tr, TM is a hamilton path in

M − {u2, u4, u5} connecting u1 and u3.

Then we may assume that T passes v from ui to ui+1 for some i, say by symmetry i = 1.

If M ′ := M − {u3, u4, u5} has a 1-separation (F, F ), (by symmetry, we may assume that

u1, u2 ∈ F ,) then u3, u4, u5 are neighbors of F since G is 4-connected. (Notice that u1, u2

are not neighbors of F since otherwise M has an inner chord.) Then F ∩ F ∪ {u3, u4, u5}
is a cut set of order four in G, and hence F − F consists of only one vertex, say x. In

particular, x has the degree four and {u3, u4, u5} ⊂ NG(x), and statement holds.

Hence we may assume that M ′ is 2-connected. Let D′ be the outer face cycle of

M ′. Since G is a plane graph, there exist no three 2-separations (K1, K1), (K2, K2) and

(K3, K3) in M ′ such that u1, u2 ∈ Ki − Ki and
(
Ki − Ki

)
∩
(
Kj − Kj

)
= ∅ for all

i, j = 1, 2, 3. Let (K1, K1) and (K2, K2) be 2-separations such that u1, u2 ∈ Ki −Ki and(
Ki −Ki

)
∩
(
Kj −Kj

)
= ∅ for i, j = 1, 2 (if exist). Take such 2-separations so that |K1|

and |K2| is as small as possible. Let e1 and e2 be edges in K1 and K2 contained in D′,

respectively. By Lemma 5, there exists a cycle TM in M ′ with u1u2, e1, e2 ∈ E(TM) such

that any TM -bridge has at most three attachments, and any TM -bridge containing an edge

of D′ has at most two attachments. Suppose that there exists a non-trivial TM -bridge B

in M ′. If B contains no edges of D′, then the attachments of B form a cut set of order at

most three in G, a contradiction. Thus, we may assume that B contains an edge of D′.

By the choice of K1 and K2, K1 ⊂ B or K2 ⊂ B. However, B contains neither e1 nor e2,

since TR passes e1 and e2, a contradiction. □

Lemma 9 Let G be a 4-connected triangulation of the torus. Suppose that G has no
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contractible cycle S ′ of length four such that int(S ′) has at least two vertices. Suppose

that G has a contractible cycle S of length five such that int(S) has at least four vertices

and does not have a chord. Then one of the graphs obtained from G by replacing S∪int(S)
with graphs in Figure 1, say G′, is also a 4-connected triangulation of the torus with the

same representativity of G. Moreover, if G′ has a hamilton cycle, then G also has.

Proof of Lemma 9. Let S = u1u2u3u4u5u1. First consider the graph G′ obtained from

G by contracting int(S) to one vertex. Suppose that G has a hamilton cycle, but G′ does

not have. Then by Lemma 8, there exists a vertex x of degree four in int(S) such that

V (S)− {ui, ui+1} ⊂ NG(x), say i = 4.

Next, let S ′ = u1xu3u4u5 and consider the graph G′′ obtained from G by contracting

int(S ′) to one vertex. Suppose that G has a hamilton cycle, but G′ does not have. Then

by Lemma 8 and by the same reason as above, there exists a vertex y of degree four in

int(S ′) such that y has three neighbors in S ′. If xy ∈ E(G), then u1u2u3z is a contractible

cyce of order four, where {z} = NG(y)−{u1, x, u3}, contradicting the assumption. Hence

xy ̸∈ E(G), so we may assume that NG(y) ∩ S ′ = {u1, u4, u5}.
Let S ′′ = u1xu3yu5 and consider the graph G′′′ obtained from G by contracting int(S ′′)

to one vertex. Suppose that G′′′ has a hamilton cycle, but G does not have. Then by

Lemma 8, there exists a vertex z of degree four in int(S ′′) such that z has three neighbors

in S ′′. However, similarly as above, xz, yz ̸∈ E(G), a contradiction.

In a same way as in the proof of Lemma 7, we can show that each of G′, G′′ and G′′

are 4-connected triangulations of the torus with the same representativity of G. □

2.4 Lemmas concerning a 6-separation

In this section, we prove the following three lemmas, using Lemmas 3–5,

Lemma 10 Let G be a 2-connected plane graph and let C be the boundary cycle of the

outer face of G. Suppose that the length of C is exactly six, say u1u2u3u4u5u6u1. Suppose

that G−{u1, u4} is 2-connected. Then G−{u1, u4} has a cycle T containing the two edges

u2u3 and u5u6 such that any (T ∪ {u1, u4})-bridge has at most three attachments.

Lemma 11 Let G be a 2-connected plane graph and let C be the boundary cycle of

the outer face of G. Suppose that the length of C is exactly six, say u1u2u3u4u5u6u1.

Suppose that G − {u1, u2, u4} is 2-connected. Then G − {u1, u2, u4} has a path T such

that T connects u5 and u6, T passes u3, and any (T ∪ {u1, u2, u4})-bridge has at most

three attachments.

Lemma 12 Let G be a 2-connected plane graph and let C be the boundary cycle of the

outer face of G. Suppose that the length of C is exactly six, say u1u2u3u4u5u6u1. Suppose

that G−{u1, u2} is 2-connected, and G−{u1, u2, u3, u6} is connected. Then G−{u1, u2}
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has two disjoint paths T1 and T2 such that T1 connects u3 and u4, T2 connects u5 and u6,

and any (T1 ∪ T2 ∪ {u1, u2})-bridge has at most three attachments.

Proof of Lemma 10. Let G′ = G − {u1, u4}. By Lemma 3, there exists a path Q

in G′ connecting u2 and u3 and passing the edge u5u6 such that any Q-bridge of G′ has

at most three attachments, and any Q-bridge containing an edge in D′ has at most two

attachments, where D′ be the boundary cycle of G′. Let T be the cycle obtained from Q

by adding the edge u2u3.

Let B be a non-trivial (T ∪{u1, u4})-bridge of G. Let B′ = B−{u1, u4}. Note that B′

is a T -bridge of G′. If B′ contains no edge in D′, then neither u1 nor u4 are attachments

of B in G, and hence B also has at most three attachments in G. So suppose that B′

contains an edge in D′. Then u1 or u4 is an attachment of B in G. Since G is a plane

graph and T contains u2, u3, u5 and u6, exactly one of u1 and u4 is an attachment of B in

G, by symmetry, say u1. Since B
′ contains an edge of D′, B′ has at most two attachments

in G′. Hence in G, B has at most three attachments in G, one of them is u1 and the others

are attachments in G′. □

Proof of Lemma 11. Let G′ = G − {u1, u2, u4} and let D′ be the outer face cycle of

G′. Suppose that G′ has a 2-separation (K,K) such that u5, u6 ̸∈ K−K and both u1 and

u2 are neighbors of K −K. Take such a 2-separation so that |K| is as small as possible.

Since G is a plane graph, K ⊂ F for all 2-separation (F, F ) such that both u1 and u2 are

neighbors of F − F . Let e1 be an edge in K ∩ D′ which is not contained in K ∩ K. If

there exists no such a 2-separation (K1, K1), then we take an edge e1 arbitrary. Let e2 be

an edge of D′ incident with u3.

By Lemma 5, G′ has a path T connecting u5 and u6 through e1 and e2 such that any

T -bridge of G′ has at most three attachments, and any T -bridge of G′ containing an edge

in D′ has at most two attachments.

Let B be a non-trivial (T ∪ {u1, u2, u4})-bridge of G. Let B′ = B − {u1, u2, u4}. Note
that B′ is a T -bridge of G′. If B′ contains no edge in D′, then none of u1, u2 and u4 are

attachments of B in G, and hence B also has at most three attachments in G. So suppose

that B′ contains an edge in D′. Then B has at most two attachments in G. If at most one

of u1, u2 and u4 is an attachment of B in G, then B has at most three attachments in G,

one of them is ui for some i = 1, 2, 4 and the other two are attachments in G′. So, suppose

that B′ has two attachments in G′ and at least two of u1, u2 and u4 are attachments of B

in G. However, this contradicts that G is a plane graph and T contains e1 and e2. This

completes the proof of Lemma 11. □

Proof of Lemma 12. Let G′ = G − {u1, u2, u5, u6} and let D′ be the outer face cycle

of G′. Suppose that G′ has a 2-separation (K1, K1) such that u3, u4 ̸∈ K1 −K1 and both

u1 and u2 are neighbors of K1 −K1. Take such a 2-separation so that |K1| is as small as
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possible. Let e1 be an edge in K1 ∩ D′. If there exists no such a 2-separation (K1, K1),

then we take an edge e1 arbitrary from D′.

Similarly, if G′ has a 2-separation (K2, K2) such that u3, u4 ̸∈ K2−K2 and both u1 and

u6 are neighbors of K2 −K2, then taking such a 2-separation so that |K2| is as small as

possible, we let e2 be an edge in K2 ∩D′. If there exists no such a 2-separation (K2, K2),

then we take an edge e2 arbitrary from D′.

By Lemma 5, G′ has a path T1 connecting u3 and u4 through e1 and e2 such that any

T1-bridge of G
′ has at most three attachments, and any T1-bridge of G

′ containing an edge

in D′ has at most two attachments.

Let B1 be a non-trivial (T1∪{u1, u2, u5, u6})-bridge of G. Let B′
1 = B1−{u1, u2, u5, u6}.

Note that B′
1 is a T1-bridge of G′. If B′

1 contains no edge in D′, then none of u1, u2, u5

and u6 are attachments of B1 in G, and hence B1 also has at most three attachments in

G. So suppose that B′
1 contains an edge in D′. Then B′

1 has at most two attachments in

G′. If at most one of u1, u2, u5 and u6 is an attachment of B1 in G, then B1 has at most

three attachments in G, one of them is ui for some i = 1, 2, 5, 6 and the other two are

attachments in G′.

So, suppose that B′
1 has two attachments in G′ and at least two of u1, u2, u5 and u6 are

attachments of B1 in G. Since G is a plane graph and T1 contains e1 and e2, u5 and u6

are attachments of B1 in G, and there exist no (T1 ∪ {u1, u2, u5, u6})-bridge B of G with

B ̸= B1 such that B has at least four attachments in G.

Let v1 and v2 be attachments of B′
1 in G′. Let M be the block of the subgraph of G

induced by B1 containing both u5 and u6. Since both u5 and u6 are neighbors of B′
1 in

G, M has at least three vertices, and hence M is 2-connected. Let DM be the outer face

cycle of M . If M has a 2-separation (F, F ) such that u5, u6 ∈ V (F − F ) and both v1 and

v2 are neighbors of F − F . Take such a 2-separation so that |F | is as small as possible.

Let f be an edge in F ∩DM . If there exists no such a 2-separation (F, F ), then we take an

edge f in DM arbitrary. By Lemma 3, there exists a path T2 in M connecting u5 and u6

through f such that any T2-bridge ofM has at most three attachments. and any T2-bridge

containing an edge in DM has at most two attachments.

Let BM be a non-trivial (T2∪{v1, v2})-bridge of G. Note that BM is a (T1∪T2)-bridge
of G, and B′

M is a T2-bridge of M , where B′
M = BM −{v1, v2}. If B′

M contains no edge in

DM , then neither v1 nor v2 are attachments of BM in G, and hence BM has also at most

three attachments in G. If B′
M has only one attachment in M , then BM has at most three

attachments in G, one of them is an attachment in M , and the other two is v1 and v2. So

we may suppose that B′
M contains an edge in D′ and B′

M has exactly two attachments in

M . Since G is a plane graph and T1 passes f , at least one of v1 and v2 is not an attachment

of BM in G. Then BM also has at most three attachments.

In either case, any
(
T1∪T2∪{u1, u2}

)
-bridge has at most three attachments, and hence

T1 and T2 are desired paths in Lemma 11. □
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2.5 Lemmas concerning a l-separation with l ≤ 8

Lemma 13 Let G be a 2-connected plane graph and let D be the boundary cycle of the

outer face of G. Suppose that each face of G is a triangle except for D and D has no chord.

Suppose that the length of D is at most eight. Let D = u1u2u3 . . . ulu1. Let S ⊂ {ul}.
Then the followings hold:

(I-i) Let r = ⌊ l−2
2
⌋. Then G− S has r disjoint paths T1, T2, . . . , Tr such that T1 connects

u1 and u3, Ti connects u2i and u2i+1 for each 2 ≤ i ≤ r−1, Tr connects u2r and u2r+2,

and any
(∪r

i=1 Ti ∪ S ∪ {u2, u2r+1}
)
-bridge of G has at most three attachments.

(I-ii) Let r = ⌊ l−1
2
⌋. Then G− S has r disjoint paths T1, T2, . . . , Tr such that T1 connects

u1 and u3, Ti connects u2i and u2i+1 for each 2 ≤ i ≤ r, and any
(∪r

i=1 Ti∪S∪{u2}
)
-

bridge of G has at most three attachments.

(II-i) Let r = ⌊ l−1
2
⌋. Then G− S has r disjoint paths T1, T2, . . . , Tr such that Ti connects

u2i−1 and u2i for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r−1, Tr connects u2r−1 and u2r+1, and any
(∪r

i=1 Ti∪
S ∪ {u2r}

)
-bridge of G has at most three attachments.

(II-ii) Let r = ⌊ l
2
⌋. Then G has r disjoint paths T1, T2, . . . , Tr such that Ti connects u2i−1

and u2i for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r, and any
(∪r

i=1 Ti ∪ S
)
-bridge of G has at most three

attachments.

(III-i) Let r = ⌊ l−2
2
⌋. Then G has r disjoint paths T1, T2, . . . , Tr such that Ti connects u2i

and u2i+1 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r− 1, Tr connects u2r and u2r+2, and any
(∪r

i=1 Ti ∪ S ∪
{u1, u2r+1}

)
-bridge of G has at most three attachments.

(III-ii) Let r = ⌊ l−1
2
⌋. Then G has r disjoint paths T1, T2, . . . , Tr such that Ti connects u2i

and u2i+1 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r, and any
(∪r

i=1 Ti ∪ S ∪ {u1}
)
-bridge of G has at most

three attachments.

Proof of Lemma 13.

TBA

2.6 A new lemma concerning a Tutte path

In the proof of Theorem 2, we need the following result, which is an improvement of

Lemma 6 for the special case.

Lemma 14 Let G be a 2-connected plane graph with outer cycle D and another facial

cycle D′, and let u, v ∈ E(D). Suppose that every face of G except for D and D′ is

a triangle. Then G contains a path T connecting u and v such that any T -bridge has

at most three attachments, any T -bridge containing an edge in D ∪ D′ has at most two

attachments, and no T -bridge contains edges in both D and D′.

9



Proof of Lemma 14.

TBA

2.7 Other lemmas used in the proof

Lemma 15 Let G be a graph on the torus, and let C be a shortest non-contractible cycle

of G. Suppose that there exists a path P in G connecting two vertices of C, say u and v,

such that each cycles uCv ∪P and vCu∪P are non-contractible, where uCv and vCu be

the two subpaths of C connecting u and v. Then |V (C)| ≤ 2|V (P )| − 2.

For a near triangulation, it is easy to prove the following lemma (see, for example, [3]).

We implicitly use Lemma 16 in the proof of Theorem 2 many times.

Lemma 16 Let G be a 2-connected plane graph and let D be the outer face cycle of G.

Suppose that all faces of G except for D is a triangle. Let (K,K) be a 1- or 2-separation

of G. Then G′ = G−
(
K−K

)
is also 2-connected. Moreover, for each 2-separation (F, F )

of G′, (F ∪K,F ) or (F, F ∪K) is a 2-separation of G.

3 Proof of Theorem 2

In this section, we will prove Theorem 2. We divide this section into six subsections.

3.1 Settings and main claim of the proof of Theorem 2

Let G be a 4-connected triangulation of the torus. For the case where the representativity

of G is at most four, we can cut the torus and obtain a spanning plane subgraph of G

satisfying some connectivity conditions. By using some results on Tutte paths, we can

find a hamilton cycle in such plane graphs. (We omit the detail of the proof here.)

By Lemma 7, we may assume that for each contractible cycle S of length four, int(S)

consists of only one vertex. Since otherwise, we can contract int(S) into one vertex, and

it is enough to find a hamilton cycle in the obtained graph. If G has two adjacent vertices

of degree four, then since G is a triangulation, the neighbors of the two vertices consists

of four vertices which form a contractible cycle. By Lemma 9, we may similarly assume

that for each contractible cycle S of length five, int(S) consists of at most three vertices.

Then we may also assume the following claim. Let V4(G) be the set of vertices in G of

degree four.

Claim 1 For each contractible cycle S of length four, int(S) consists of one vertex in

V4(G). Moreover, V4(G) is an independent set.

Claim 2 For each contractible cycle S of length five, int(S) consists of at most three

vertices.
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C

u

w

v

xi

xi+1

xi+2

xi+j

Figure 2: A bad configuration.

Let C = x1 . . . xmx1 be a non-contractible cycle of G. A vertex u in V4(G) − V (C) is

called good for C if u has three consecutive neighbors in C. Let Vgood(C) be the set of

good vertices for C. Take a non-contractible cycle C such that

(C1) C is as short as possible,

(C2) and 3|V4(G) ∩ V (C)|+ 2|Vgood(C)| is as large as possible, subject to (C1).

A bad configuration for C consists of one vertex in V4(G)−V (C), say u, two vertices in

G−V (C), say v and w, and at least four consecutive vertices in C, say xi, xi+1, . . . , xi+j (j ≥
3), together with the edges xiu, xi+1u, uv, vxi+1, vxi+2, . . . , vxi+j, vw, wxi+j, see Figure 2.

Moreover, the same configuration for the reverse orientation of C is also a bad configuration

for C.

By the choice of C, we have the following claim. Note that we use condition (C2) here

only.

Claim 3 There are no bad configurations for C.

Proof. Suppose that there is a bad configuration for C, and let u, v, w, xi, . . . , xi+j as in

Figure 2. We may assume that i = 1. If j ≥ 4, then the cycle x1uvx1+j . . . xmx1 is shorter

than C, contradicting the condition (C1). Thus, we have that j = 3.

Suppose that there exists a good vertex y for C such that x1, x2, x3 ∈ NG(y). Note

that y is adjacent with C from the other side of u, v, w. Let C ′ = x1yx3x4 . . . xmx1. Note

that |V (C ′)| = |V (C)|, and hence C ′ also satisfies the condition (C1). Since y ∈ V4(G), we

have that |V4(G)∩ V (C ′)| = |V4(G)∩ V (C)|+ 1. By the existence of u, v, w, |Vgood(C ′)| =
|Vgood(C)| − 1. Hence 3|V4(G)∩ V (C ′)|+2|Vgood(C ′)| = 3|V4(G)∩ V (C)|+2|Vgood(C)|+1,

contradicting the condition (C2). Therefore, there exists no good vertex y for C such

that x1, x2, x3 ∈ NG(y). Similarly, we can show that there exists no good vertex y for C

such that x3, x4, x5 ∈ NG(y). By Claim 1, there exists no good vertex y for C such that

x2, x3, x4 ∈ NG(y).

11



Let C ′′ = x1x2vx4 . . . xmx1. Note that |V (C ′′)| = |V (C)|, and hence C ′ also satisfies

the condition (C1). Notice also that u ∈ Vgood(C
′′). Then it follows from the above facts

that |Vgood(C ′′)| ≥ |Vgood(C)| + 1. If x3 ̸∈ V4(G), then 3|V4(G) ∩ V (C ′′)| + 2|Vgood(C ′′)| ≥
3|V4(G) ∩ V (C)|+ 2|Vgood(C)|+ 2, contradicting the condition (C2).

So, x3 ∈ V4(G) and |V4(G)∩V (C ′′)| = |V4(G)∩V (C)|− 1. In this case, x3 ∈ Vgood(C
′′)

and hence |Vgood(C ′′)| ≥ |Vgood(C)|+ 2. Then

3|V4(G) ∩ V (C ′′)|+ 2|Vgood(C ′′)| ≥ 3
(
|V4(G) ∩ V (C)| − 1

)
+ 2

(
|Vgood(C)|+ 2

)
= 3|V4(G) ∩ V (C)|+ 2|Vgood(C)|+ 1

contradicting the condition (C2). □

The main idea of the proof is the following claim.

Claim 4 There exist a partition {U0, UK0} ∪ U of V (G)− V (C), and a mapping φ from

{UK0} ∪ U to E(C), and two vertices u1, u2 ∈ U0 satisfying the followings.

(U1) Let H0 be the subgraph of G induced by U0. Then H0 is a 2-connected graph on

the cylinder. Moreover, for all 2-separation (K,K), K ∩K ⊂ V (D0) ∩ V (D′
0) or K

or K (by symmetry say K) can be bounded by a disc on the cylinder and u1 ∈ K,

and for all 3-separation (K,K), two of the vertices of K ∩K are contained in D0 or

D′
0, where D0 and D′

0 are the boundary cycles of H0.

(U2) There exist two pathsQ0 andQ
′
0 in the subgraph ofG induced by UK0∪{xi, xi+1, u1, u2}

such that u1, u2 ∈ V (D0) or u1, u2 ∈ V (D′
0), Q0 connects xi and u1, Q

′
0 connects

xi+1 and u2, and V (Q0) ∪ V (Q′
0) = UK0 ∪ {xi, xi+1, u1, u2}, where xixi+1 = φ(UK0).

(Note that we allow the case where UK0 = ∅.)

(U3) For each U ∈ U , the subgraph of G induced by U ∪ {xi, xi+1} has a hamilton path

connecting xi and xi+1, where xixi+1 = φ(U).

(U4) φ is an injection.

Before showing Claim 4, here we prove Theorem 2 assuming Claim 4.

Suppose that there are a partition {U0, UK0} ∪ U of V (G)− V (C), and a mapping φ

from {UK0} ∪ U to E(C) satisfying conditions (U1)–(U4).

Let H0 be the subgraph of G induced by U0, and let D0 and D′
0 be the boundary

cycles of H0. Note that u1, u2 ∈ V (D0) or u1, u2 ∈ V (D′
0). By Lemma 14, H0 contains a

path T0 connecting u1 and u2 such that any T0-bridge has at most three attachments, any

T0-bridge containing an edge in D0 ∪D′
0 has at most two attachments, and no T0-bridge

contains edges in both D0 and D′
0.

Suppose that there exists a non-trivial T0-bridge B of H0. By symmetry, we may

assume that B contains no edge in D′
0. Note that the attachments of B forms a cut
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set of H0. If B contains an edge in D0, then B has at most two attachments, but this

contradicts that the condition on 2-separations of H0 in (U1) and the fact that T0 connects

u1 and u2. So, B contains no edge in D0. Hence by the condition of T0, B has exactly

three attachments. and by the condition on H0, two of them are contained in D0 or D′
0.

However, this implies that B contains an edge in D0 ∪D′
0, and hence B has at most two

attachments, a contradiction. Therefore, there exists a non-trivial T0-bridge B of H0, and

hence T0 is a hamilton cycle of H0.

Let U ∈ U and let xixi+1 = φ(U). By condition (U3), the subgraph of G induced by

U ∪ {xi, xi+1} has a hamilton path QU connecting xi and xi+1.

Let

T =
(
C − {xixi+1 ∈ φ(U) : U ∈ U }

)
∪

∪
U∈U

QU .

Note that {U0, UK0} ∪ U is a partition of V (G) − V (C) and QU is a path passing all

vertices in U and connecting xi and xi+1. Then it follows from condition (U4) that T is a

hamilton cycle in G− U0 − UK0 .

Let xixi+1 = φ(UK0). By condition (U2), the subgraph of G induced by UK0 ∪
{xi, xi+1, u1, u2} has two paths Q0 and Q′

0 such that Q0 connects xi and u1, Q
′
0 connects

xi+1 and u2, and V (Q0) ∪ V (Q′
0) = UK0 ∪ {xi, xi+1, u1, u2}.

Then (
T0 − u1u2

)
∪
(
T − φ(UK0)

)
∪Q0 ∪Q′

0

is a hamilton cycle of G. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. □

3.2 Preliminary for the proof of Claim 4

It only remains to show Claim 4. We will show it in the rest of this paper. Since C is

2-sided, we can distinguish the right side and the left side of C. For simplicity, we use the

cutting method (along C), which is first considered by Thomassen [11].

From G, we obtain the graph G′ on the cylinder in the following way. First add a cycle

C ′ = x′1 . . . x
′
mx

′
1. If an edge yxi is incident with C on its left side in G, we delete yxi and

add instead yx′i. Finally attach a disc to C and another disc to C ′ to get the sphere. Let

G′ be the graph obtained by cutting as above.

Note that we assumed that the representativity of G is at least 5. Here we further

assume that the representativity of G is at least 7, For the case where the representativity

of G is 5 or 6, we can use the similar argument to the case where the representativity at

least 7.

Suppose that G′ has a path P connecting C and C ′. Then P corresponds to a path

as in Lemma 15, and hence P has at least 5 vertices, since otherwise |V (C)| ≤ 6, which

contradicts that we assumed that G has representativity at least 7. Then each path in G′

connecting C and C ′ has at least 5 vertices.
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Let H = G′ − V (C) − V (C ′) (note that H = G − V (C)). Since C has no chord and

G is a triangulation, H is a connected graph on the cylinder. Let D and D′ be the two

boundary walks of H. We may assume that each vertex in D has a neighbor in C, and

each vertex in D′ has a neighbor in C ′. Since each path in G′ connecting C and C ′ has at

least 5 vertices, we have the following claim.

Claim 5 Each path in H connecting D and D′ has at least three vertices.

For a 1- or 2-separation (K,K) of H, it follows from Claim 5 that exactly one of the

followings holds; N(K−K)∩V (C) = ∅, N(K−K)∩V (C ′) = ∅, N(K−K)∩V (C) = ∅ and
N(K−K)∩V (C ′) = ∅. By symmetry, in the rest of this paper, we may assume that all 1- or

2-separation (K,K) of H satisfies that N(K −K)∩ V (C) = ∅ or N(K −K)∩ V (C ′) = ∅.
By this notation, K − K has neighbors in both C and C ′ since G is a triangulation.

By the 4-connectedness of G, N(K − K) ∩ V (C) ̸= ∅ if N(K − K) ∩ V (C ′) = ∅, and
N(K −K) ∩ V (C ′) ̸= ∅ if N(K −K) ∩ V (C) = ∅.

We call a 1- or 2-separation (K,K) of H maximal if there exists no 1- or 2-separation

(F, F ) of H
(
we also assume that N(F − F ) ∩ V (C) = ∅ or N(F − F ) ∩ V (C ′) = ∅

)
such

that K ⊂ F and F ̸= K. Let

B1 =
{
XK = V

(
K −K

)
:

(K,K) is a maximal 1-separation of H and XK has no neighbors in C ′},
B′

1 =
{
XK = V

(
K −K

)
:

(K,K) is a maximal 1-separation of H and XK has no neighbors in C
}
,

B2 =
{
XK = V

(
K −K

)
:

(K,K) is a maximal 2-separation of H and XK has no neighbors in C ′},
B′

2 =
{
XK = V

(
K −K

)
:

(K,K) is a maximal 2-separation of H and XK has no neighbors in C
}
,

B = B1 ∪ B′
1 ∪ B2 ∪ B′

2.

In the rest of this paper, for each XK ∈ B1∪B′
1∪B2∪B′

2, we naturally define (K,K)

as the 1- or 2-separation of H with XK = K −K. Moreover, let yK be the unique vertex

in K ∩K when XK ∈ B1 ∪ B′
1, and let {yK , zK} = K ∩K when XK ∈ B2 ∪ B′

2.

Let XK ∈ B. Note that by Lemma 16, H − (K −K) is also a graph on the cylinder

with two boundary cycles contained in D and D′ and has fewer 1- or 2-separations. Let

H1 = H −
∪

XK∈B XK , and let D1 and D
′
1 be two boundary cycles of H1. We may assume

that all vertices in D1 has a neighbor in C, and all vertices in D′
1 has a neighbor in C ′.

By Lemma 16, H1 is 3-connected. Moreover, since G is 4-connected, for all 3-separation

(F, F ), we have that two of the vertices in F ∩F are contained in D1 or D
′
1. Actually, the

vertex set of H1 is a candidate for U0 in Claim 4. Since each path in H connecting D and

D′ has at least four vertices, we have the following claim.
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Claim 6 Each path in H1 connecting D1 and D′
1 has at least two vertices.

We have the following claims.

Claim 7 Let XK ∈ B1 ∪ B′
1. Then there exists an integer i such that xi, xi+1, xi+2 (if

XK ∈ B1,) or x′i, x
′
i+1, x

′
i+2 (if XK ∈ B′

1) are the neighbor of XK in G′. Moreover, XK

consists of only one vertex in V4(G
′).

Claim 8 Let XK ∈ B2 ∪ B′
2. Then there exist two integers i and j such that (changing

the names of yK and zK if necessary) yKxi, zKxj ∈ E(G′) and the cycle yKxiCxjzKyK

(when XK ∈ B1) or yKx
′
iC

′x′jzKyK (when XK ∈ B′
1) bounds a disk containing all vertices

of XK . Moreover, i < j ≤ i+ 3.

Proof of Claim 7. Let XK ∈ B1 ∪ B′
1. We may assume that XK ∈ B1. Since G is a

triangulation, yK has two neighbors in C, say xi and xj, such that the cycle yKxiCxjyK

bounds a disk containing all vertices of XK . If j ≤ i + 1, then yK , xi (and xi+1) form

a 2- or 3-cut of G separating XK , a contradiction. On the other hand, if j ≥ i + 3,

then the cycle x1, . . . , xi, yK , xj, . . . , xm, x1 is a non-contractible cycle which is shorter

than C, contradicting condition (C1). Then j = i + 2, and hence yK , xi, xi+1, xi+2yK is

a contractible cycle of length four. It follows from Claim 1 that XK consists of only one

vertex in V4(G). □

Proof of Claim 8. Let XK ∈ B2 ∪ B′
2. Here we assume that XK ∈ B2, but we can

prove the case where XK ∈ B′
2 in a same way. Since G is a triangulation, changing the

names of yK and zK if necessary, yK and zK have neighbors xi and xj in G
′, respectively,

such that yKxiCxjzKyK bounds a disk containing all vertices of XK . We may assume that

j ≥ i. If i = j, then yK , zK and xi form a 3-cut of G, a contradiction. So we may assume

that j > i. On the other hand, if j ≥ i + 4, then the cycle x1, . . . , xi, yK , zKxj, . . . , xmx1

is a non-contractible cycle which is shorter than C, contradicting condition (C1). □

Let XK ∈ B1 ∪ B′
1. Then by Claim 7, there exists an integer i such that xi, xi+1, xi+2

(if XK ∈ B1,) or x′i, x
′
i+1, x

′
i+2 (if XK ∈ B′

1) are the neighbor of XK in G′. In this case,

let α(K) = i and β(K) = i + 2. Let XK ∈ B2 ∪ B′
2. In this case, let α(K) and β(K) be

the integers i and j as in Claim 8, respectively.

We devide B2 into three sets as follows:

B2,1 = {XK ∈ B2 : β(K) = α(K) + 1}.
B2,2 = {XK ∈ B2 − B2,1 : β(K) = α(K) + 2}.
B2,3 = B2 −

(
B2,1 ∪ B2,2

)
.

By Claim 8, for each XK ∈ B2,3, β(K) = α(K) + 3. Similarly, we partition B′
2 into

B′
2,1,B

′
2,2 and B′

2,3.
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3.3 Finding the set UK0

In this subsection, we will find a vertex set UK0 as desired in condition (U2).

Case 1. m is odd.

Case 1.1. B2,1 ∪ B′
2,1 ̸= ∅.

Let XK0 ∈ B2,1 ∪ B′
2,1. We may assume that XK0 ∈ B2,1, α(K0) = m and β(K0) = 1.

Note that yK0 , zK0 , xm, x1 form a 4-cut in G, by Claim 1, XK0 consists of only one vertex,

say u0. In this case, letting UK0 = XK0 = {u0}, u1 = yK0 , u2 = zK0 , and φ(UK0) = xmx1,

we can find two paths Q0 = xmu1 and Q′
0 = x1u0u2 in the subgraph of G′ induced by

UK0 ∪ {xm, x1, u1, u2}. In this case, let m′ = m.

Case 1.2. B2,1 = B′
2,1 = ∅ and B2,3 ∪ B′

2,3 ̸= ∅.
Let XK0 ∈ B2,3 ∪ B′

2,3. We may assume that XK0 ∈ B′
2,3, α(K0) = m − 2 and

β(K0) = 1. Let R be the subgraph of G′ induced by XK0 ∪ {xm−2, xm−1, xm, x1, yK0 , zK0},
and let R′ = R − {xm−2, x1}. Note that R is 2-connected. If R′ is not 2-connected,

then xm−2x1 ∈ E(G′) or there exists a cut vertex u in R′ with uxm−2, ux1 ∈ E(G′),

since G is a triangulation. However, both contradicts condition (C1) of C. Hence R′

is also 2-connected. Then by Lemma 10, R − {xm−2, x1} has a cycle T0 containing the

two edges xm−1xm and yK0zK0 such that any (T ∪ {xm−2, x1})-bridge has at most three

attachments. If there exists a non-trivial (T ∪{xm−2, x1})-bridge B, then the attachments

of B forms a cut set of order at most three, contradicting that G is 4-connected. So,

V (T ) = V (R) − {xm−2, x1} = XK0 ∪ {xm−1, xm, yK0 , zK0}. Let UK0 = XK0 , u1 = yK0 ,

u2 = zK0 , and φ(UK0) = xm−1xm. Let Q0 and Q
′
0 be the two paths of T −{xm−1xm, u1u2}

such that Q0 connects xm−1 and u1, Q
′
0 connects xm and u2. Then they are desired ones

in condition (U2). In this case, let m′ = m− 1.

Case 1.3. B2,1 = B′
2,1 = B2,3 = B′

2,3 = ∅.
Since m is odd and each XK ∈ B′

1 ∪B′
2,2 has exactly two neighbors in C ′, there exists

an edge in C ′, by symmetry say x′mx
′
1, such that for each XK ∈ B′

1 ∪B′
2,2, at least one of

x′m and x′1 is not a neighbor of XK .

Case 1.3.1. There exists XK0 ∈ B1 such that α(K0) = m− 1 or α(K0) = m.

We may assume that α(K0) = m. Note that XK0 consists of only one vertex, say u0.

Let u2 = yK0 . Since G is a triangulation, it follows from Claim 7 that xm has a neighbor

u1 in D0 with u1 ̸= u2. Let UK0 = XK0 , φ(UK0) = xmx1, Q0 = xmu1, and Q
′
0 = x1u0u2.

Then they are desired ones in condition (U2) in Claim 4. Let m′ = m.

Case 1.3.2. There exists XK0 ∈ B2,2 such that α(K0) = m− 1 or α(K0) = m.

We may assume that α(K0) = m. By Claim 2, XK0 consists of at most three vertices.

Let UK0 = XK0 and φ(UK0) = xmx1. In all cases, we can find two paths Q0 and Q
′
0 in the

subgraph of G induced by UK0 ∪ {xm, x1, yK0 , zK0} as desired in condition (U2) in Claim
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4. Let m′ = m.

Case 1.3.3. Otherwise.

Since G is a triangulation, there exist two edges u1xm and u2x1 such that u1, u2 ∈
V (G′) −

(
V (C) ∪ V (C ′)

)
and u1 ̸= u2. Let UK0 = ∅, φ(UK0) = xmx1, Q0 = xmu1, and

Q′
0 = x1u2, which are desired in condition (U2) in Claim 4. Let m′ = m.

Case 2. m is even.

Case 2.1. B1 ∪ B′
1 ̸= ∅.

Let XK0 ∈ B1 ∪ B′
1. We may assume that XK0 ∈ B1, and xm−1, xm and x1 are

neighbors of XK0 . By Claim 7, XK0 consists of only one vertex, say u0. Let u1 = yK0 .

Since G is a triangulation, it follows from Claim 7 that x1 has a neighbor u2 in D0 with

u2 ̸= u1. Let UK0 = XK0 , φ(UK0) = xmx1, Q0 = xmu0u1, and Q
′
0 = x1u2. Then they are

desired ones in condition (U2) in Claim 4. Let m′ = m.

Case 2.2. B1 = B′
1 = ∅ and B2,3 ∪ B′

2,3 ̸= ∅
Let XK0 ∈ B2,3 ∪ B′

2,3. We may assume that XK0 ∈ B2,3, α(K0) = m − 1, and

β(K0) = 2. Let R be the subgraph of G′ induced by XK0 ∪ {xm−1, xm, x1, x2, yK0 , zK0},
and let R′ = R − {xm−1, x2}. In a similar way to Case 1.2, it follows from Lemma 10

that R − {xm−1, x2} has a cycle T0 containing the two edges xmx1 and yK0zK0 such that

V (T0) = V (R) − {xm−1, x2} = XK0 ∪ {xm, x1, yK0 , zK0}. Let UK0 = XK0 , u1 = yK0 ,

u2 = zK0 , and φ(UK0) = xmx1. Let Q0 and Q′
0 be the two paths of T − {xmx1, u1u2}

such that Q0 connects xm and u1, Q
′
0 connects x1 and u2. Then they are desired ones in

condition (U2). In this case, let m′ = m.

Case 2.3. B1 = B′
1 = B2,3 = B′

2,3 = ∅ and B2,2 ∪ B′
2,2 ̸= ∅.

Let XK0 ∈ B2,2 ∪ B′
2,2. We may assume that XK0 ∈ B2,2, α(K0) = m − 1 and

β(K0) = 1. By Claim 2, XK0 consists of at most three vertices. Let UK0 = XK0 , u1 = yK0 ,

u2 = zK0 and φ(UK0) = xmx1. In all cases, we can find two paths Q0 and Q′
0 in the

subgraph of G induced by UK0 ∪ {xm−1, xm, u1, u2} as desired in condition (U2) in Claim

4. Let m′ = m.

Case 2.4. B1 = B′
1 = B2,2 = B′

2,2 = B2,3 = B′
2,3 = ∅ and there exist two XK0 , XK′

0
∈

B2,1 such that α(K0) = β(K ′
0).

Note that each of XK0 and XK′
0
consists of only one vertex, say u0 and u

′
0, respectively.

In this case, we may assume that α(K0) = β(K ′
0) = m−1, that is, u0xm−1, u0xm, u

′
0xm, u

′
0x1 ∈

E(G). Let UK0 = XK0 ∪ XK′
0
, u1 = yK0 , u2 = yK′

0
, φ(UK0) = xmx1, Q0 = xmu0y1 and

Q′
0 = x1u

′
0y2. Then they are desired ones in condition (U2). Let m′ = m.

Case 2.5. Otherwise.
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By the assumption, “for each XK ∈ B′
2,1, α(K) ̸= m” or “for each XK ∈ B′

2,1,

α(K) ̸= 1”. By symmetry, we may assume that the former holds.

Suppose first that there exists XK0 ∈ B′
2,1 such that α(K0) = m. Note that XK0

consists of only one vertex, say u0. In this case, letting UK0 = K0 −K0 = {u0}, u1 = yK0 ,

u2 = zK0 , and φ(UK0) = xmx1, we can find two paths Q0 = xmu1 and Q′
0 = x1u0u2 in the

subgraph of G′ induced by UK0 ∪ {xm, x1, u1, u2}.
Suppose next that for each XK ∈ B2,1, α(K) ̸= m. Since G is a triangulation, it

follows from condition (C1) that there exist two edges xmu1 and x1u2 such that u1, u2 ∈
V (G′) −

(
V (C) ∪ V (C ′)

)
and u1 ̸= u2. Let UK0 = ∅, φ(UK0) = xmx1, Q0 = xmu1, and

Q′
0 = x1u2, which are desired in condition (U2) in Claim 4.

In either case, let m′ = m.

3.4 Preliminary for finding the family U

Let

EL =

{xixi+1 : 1 ≤ i ≤ m′ − 1 and i is odd} ∪ {xmx1} if Case 2.1 occurs,

{xixi+1 : 1 ≤ i ≤ m′ − 1 and i is odd} otherwise,

and ER = {x′ix′i+1 : 1 ≤ i ≤ m′ − 1 and i is even}.

Note that except for Case 1.2, the edges in EL appear alternately in C, and the edges

in ER appear alternately in C ′. We will partition V (G) − V (C) − UK0 into some sets

satisfying conditions (U1), (U3) and (U4) so that each U ∈ U has no neighbors in C or

in C ′, and moreover, φ(U) ∈ EL if U has no neighbors in C; otherwise φ(U) ∈ ER. This

guarantees condition (U4).

3.5 The set U ∈ U such that U has no neighbors in C

In this subsection, we will find some sets satisfying condition (U3) in Claim 4 from B1∪B2.

Note that for B′
1 ∪ B′

2, we will use the same method in the next subsection.

We divide B1 and B2 into the following subsets.

Let BA
1 =

{
XK ∈ B1 : xα(K)xβ(K) ∈ ER and K ̸= K0},

BB
1 = B1 − BA

1 − {XK0},
BA

2,1 =
{
XK ∈ B2,1 : xα(K)xβ(K) ∈ ER and K ̸= K0},

BB
2,1 = B2,1 − BA

2,1 − {XK0},
BA

2,2 =
{
XK ∈ B2,2 : xα(K)xα(K)+1 ∈ ER and K ̸= K0},

BB
2,2 = B2,2 − BA

2,2 − {XK0},
BA

2,3 =
{
XK ∈ B2,3 : xα(K)xα(K)+1, xα(K)+2xα(K)+3 ∈ ER and K ̸= K0},

and BB
2,3 = B2,3 − BA

2,3 − {XK0}.
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We shall construct the family W of vertex sets, the set of paths Q, and the mapping

ψ from W to ER in an order along with C from x1. In each step, we update the graph

H1 and the boundary D1 if necessary, preserving the following property; each path in H1

connecting D1 and D
′
1 has at least three vertices. Moreover we will define W , Q and ψ so

that they satisfy condition (U3) in Clam 4, that is, for each WK ∈ W , the subraph of G

induced by WK ∪ {xi, xi+1} has a hamilton path QK ∈ Q connecting xi and xi+1, where

xixi+1 = ψ(WK).

Let first W = Q = ∅ and

J = {j : j = α(K) for some XK ∈ B1 ∪ B2}.

In each step, we take the minimum integer j ∈ J. Let XK ∈ B1 ∪ B2 with j = α(K).

Let xi = xα(K) if XK ∈ BA
1 ∪ BA

2,1 ∪ BA
2,2 ∪ BA

2,3; otherwise let xi = xα(K)+1. Note that in

all cases, xixi+1 ∈ ER.

Case 1. XK ∈ B1 ∪ BA
2,1.

In this case, XK consists of only one vertex, say u. Let WK = XK −{u} and ψ(WK) =

xixi+1, and let QK = xiuxi+1. We add WK into W , add QK into Q, and delete j from J.

Case 2. XK ∈ BA
2,3.

Recall that in this case, xα(K)xα(K)+1 ∈ ER. Let M be the subgraph of G induced by

XK ∪ {yK , zK , xα(K), xα(K)+1, xα(K)+2, xβ(K)}. and let M ′ = M − {yK , zK}. If M ′ is not

2-connected, there exists a cut vertex, say u, in M ′. Since G is a triangulation, we have

that uxα(K), uxβ(K) ∈ E(G′), but the cycle x1 . . . xα(K)uxβ(K) . . . xmx1 is shorter than C, a

contradiction. Thus, M ′ is 2-connected. Similarly, we can show that M ′ − {xα(K), xβ(K)}
is connected. Then by Lemma 12, M ′ has two paths QK and QK′ such that QK connects

xα(K) and xα(K)+1, QK′ connects xα(K)+2 and xβ(K), and any (QK ∪QK′ ∪{yK , zK})-bridge
of M has at most three attachments. If there exists a non-trivial (QK ∪QK′ ∪ {yK , zK})-
bridge of M , then the attachments of it forms a cut set of order at most three in G′

and also in G, contradicting that G is 4-connected. Thus, V (QK) ∪ V (QK′) = XK ∪
{xα(K), xα(K)+1, xα(K)+2, xβ(K)}. Let WK = V (QK) − {xα(K), xα(K)+1}, WK′ = V (QK′) −
{xα(K)+2, xβ(K)+1}, ψ(WK) = xα(K)xα(K)+1, and ψ(WK′) = xα(K)+2xβ(K). We add WK and

WK′ into W , add QK and QK′ into Q, and delete j from J.

Case 3. Otherwise.

When XK ∈ BB
2,1 ∪ BA

2,2, we define the path PK as follows: PK is the subpath of D

such that PK starts from zK , each vertex in PK is a neighbor of xβ(K), and the end vertex,

say wK , of PK with wK ≠ zK satisfies wKxβ(K)+1 ∈ E(G′). Since G is a triangulation,

there exists such a path PK and a vertex wK , See Figure 3. Note that PK has no chord,

since otherwise, the two end vertices of a chord and xβ(K) form a 3-cut of G, contradicting

that G is 4-connected. In this case, we call XK Type I.
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Figure 3: The path PK .

For XK ∈ BB
2,2 ∪BB

2,3, let wK = zK and let PK be the path consisting of only wK . We

call XK Type II and Type III, if XK ∈ BB
2,2 and if XK ∈ BB

2,3, respectively.

Subclaim 1 The folowings hold.

(i) If XK is of Type I and XK ∈ BB
2,1, then there exists a path RK such that V (RK) =

XK ∪ {xβ(K), zK} and RK connects xβ(K) and zK .

(ii) If XK is of Type I and XK ∈ BA
2,2, then there exist two paths Q1

K and RK such that

V (Q1
K)∪V (RK) = XK ∪{xα(K), xα(K)+1, xβ(K), zK}, Q1

K connects xα(K) and xα(K)+1,

and RK connects xβ(K) and zK .

(iii) IfXK is of Type II, then there exists a pathRK such that V (RK) = XK∪{xα(K)+1, zK}
and RK connects xα(K)+1 and zK .

(iv) If XK is of Type III, then there exist two paths Q1
K such that V (Q1

K) = XK ∪
{xα(K)+1, xα(K)+2}, and Q1

K connects xα(K)+1 and xα(K)+2.

Proof of Subclaim 1. By Claims 1 and 2, statements (i)–(iii) are obvious. Statement

(iv) follows Lemma 11. □

Let RK (and Q1
K) be the path(s) as in Subclaim 1 in (i)–(iv). WhenXK is of Type I and

XK ∈ BA
2,2, let WK = V (Q1

K) − {xα(K), xα(K)+1} and let ψ(WK) = xα(K)xα(K)+1. When

XK is of Type III, letWK = V (Q1
K)−{xα(K)+1, xα(K)+2} and let ψ(WK) = xα(K)+1xα(K)+2.

In either cases, we add WK into W and add QK into Q.

Let H ′
1 = H1 − V (PK). We call a maximal 1- or 2-separation (F, F ) of H ′

1 malignant

if u1 ̸∈ F and F − F has a neighbor in PK . (Recall that we assumed that F − F has no

neighbor in C or in C ′. In this case, since F − F has a neighbor in PK , F − F has no

neighbor in C ′.) Let XF = V (F − F ). For a malignant 1- or 2-separation (F, F ) of H ′
1,

let uF and vF be neighbors of XF in PK which is closed to zK and wK , respectively.
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Subclaim 2 For two maximal 1- or 2-separations (F1, F1) and (F2, F2) ofH
′
1, uF1 , vF1 , uF2 , vF2

appear in PK in this order, or in the order uF2 , vF2 , uF1 , vF1 . (Possibly vF1 = uF2 or

vF2 = uF1 in each case.)

Proof of Subclaim 2. Subclaim 2 follows the facts that (F1, F1) and (F2, F2) are

maximal and G′ is a plane graph. □

We call a malignant 1- or 2-separation (B1, B1) of H
′
1 bad for K if XB1 has a neighbor

in C. When (F, F ) is not bad, we call it good (for K). Since G′ is a plane graph, there

are no two bad 1- or 2-separation of H ′
1 for K.

Subclaim 3 For a good malignant 1- or 2-separation (F, F ) of H ′
1 for K, XF has at least

two neighbors in PK . Moreover, there exists a path PF in G′ connecting uF and vF with

V (PF ) = XF ∪ V (uFPKvF ).

Proof of Subclaim 3. Let M be the subgraph of G′ induced by F ∪ uFPKvF ∪ xβ(K).

Then M is a plane graph with outer face boundary of length four or five. Then by Claim

1 or Lemma 11, we can find a desired path. □

Subclaim 3 guarantees that for a good malignant 1- or 2-separation (F, F ) of H ′
1 for K,

replacing the subpath uFPKvF of PK with PF , we can “insert” all vertices in XF into the

path PK . Moreover, by Subclaim 2, we can insert all good malignant 1- or 2-separation

for K independently. Let P̃K be the path obtained from PK by inserting all vertices in

XF for all good malignant 1- or 2-separation (F, F ) of H ′
1 for K.

Suppose first that H ′
1 has no bad 1- or 2-separation for K.

When XK is of Type I, let Q+
K = RK ∪ P̃K ∪ wKxβ(K)+1. Let W+

K = V (Q+
K) −

{xβ(K), xβ(K)+1} and ψ(W+
K ) = xβ(K)xβ(K)+1. When XK is of Type II, let Q+

K = RK ∪
wKxβ(K). LetW

+
K = V (Q+

K)−{xβ(K)−1, xβ(K)} and ψ(W+
K ) = xβ(K)−1xβ(K). In either case,

we add W+
K into W and add Q+

K into Q, (do nothing when XK is of Type III), update H1

by deleting all vertices in P̃K , and delete all integer j′ with j ≤ j′ ≤ β(K) (when XK is

of Type I) or all integer j′ with j ≤ j′ ≤ β(K)− 1 (when XK is of Type II or III) from J,

and go to next j ∈ J.

Suppose that H ′
1 has a bad 1- or 2-separation (B1, B1) for K. In this case, note that

uB1 = vB1 . For simplicity, we call XB1 Types I–III so that the type of XB1 is same as the

one of XK .

Consider the following two types:

Type a. (B1, B1) is a bad 1-separation.

Type b. (B1, B1) is a bad 2-separation.

Let and zB1 be the unique vertex in B1 ∩ B1 which is contained in D. When (B1, B1)

is a 2-separation, let yB1 be the unique vertex B1 ∩ B1 which is not contained in D. Let
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β(B1) be the maximum integer k such that zB1xk ∈ E(G′). We also consider the following

two types:

Type i. xβ(B1)−1xβ(B1) ∈ ER.

Type ii. xβ(B1)xβ(B1)+1 ∈ ER.

Let M1 be the induced subgraph of G′ which is bounded by the contractible cycle

uB1xβ(K) . . . xβ(B1)zB1uB1 (when XB1 is of Type a,) or uB1xβ(K) . . . xβ(B1)zB1yB1uB1 (when

XB1 is of Type b). Note that M1 satisfies the conditions in Lemma 13 with u1 = uB1 and

ul = yB1 (if XB1 is of Type a) or ul = zB1 (if XB1 is of Type b). Let S = {ul} and S = ∅
if XB1 is of Type a and of Type b, respectively, and apply Lemma 13 for the graph M1.

(Notice that the number in Lemma 13 corresponds to the one in each Types. For example,

if XB1 is of Type I-a-i, apply Lemma 13 (I-i) with S = {ul}, and if XB1 is of Type II-b-ii,

apply Lemma 13 (II-ii) with S = ∅, and so on.) Then in each case, M1 has r disjoint paths

T1, . . . Tr as in Lemma 13. Since G is 4-connected,
∪r

k=1 V (Tk)− V (C) = V (M1)− V (C)

(when Type a) or
∪r

k=1 V (Tk)− V (C) = V (M1)− V (C)− {yB1} (when Type b). Let

Q1
B1

=

RK ∪ zKP̃KuB1 ∪ T1 Type I or II,

T1 Type III,

Qi
B1

= Ti for each 2 ≤ i ≤ r − 1,

and RB1 = Tr.

Moreover, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, letting xα(Qi
B1

) and xα(Qi
B1

)+1 be the end vertices of

Qi
B1
, W i

B1
= V (Qi

B1
)−{xα(Qi

B1
), xα(Qi

B1
)+1}, and ψ(W i

B1
) = xα(Qi

B1
)xα(Qi

B1
)+1. We add W i

B1

to W and add Qi
B1

to Q for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1.

When XB1 is of Type i, let wB1 = zB1 and let PB1 be the path consisting of only wB1 .

When XB1 is of Type ii, let PB1 be the subpath of D such that PB1 starts from zB1 , each

vertex in PB1 is a neighbor of xβ(B1), and the end vertex, say wB1 , of PB1 with wB1 ̸= zB1

satisfies wB1xβ(B1)+1 ∈ E(G′). Similarly to the case for PK , there exists such a path PB1

and a vertex wB1 , since G is a triangulation. Let H ′′
1 = H ′

1 − V (PB1).

By the same way as the case for PK , we can “insert” all vertices of XF into PB1 for

all good malignant 1- or 2-separation (F, F ) of H ′′
1 for B1. Let P̃B1 be the path obtained

by the insertion. If H ′′
1 has no bad 1- or 2-separation for B1, then similarly as the case

for XK , we add some sets to W and go to next j ∈ J. Actually, we consider the following

operations:

WhenXB1 is of Type i, letQ
+
B1

= RB1∪wB1xβ(B1). LetW
+
B1

= V (Q+
B1
)−{xβ(B1)−1, xβ(B1)}

and ψ(W+
B1
) = xβ(B1)−1xβ(B1). When XB1 is of Type ii, let Q+

B1
= RB1 ∪ P̃B1 ∪wB1xβ(B1)+1

Let W+
B1

= V (Q+
B1
)− {xβ(B1), xβ(B1)+1} and ψ(W+

B1
) = xβ(B1)xβ(B1)+1.

In either cases, we addW+
B1

into W , add Q+
B1

into Q, update H1 by deleting all vertices

in P̃B1 , and delete all integer j′ with j ≤ j′ ≤ β(B1) − 1 (when XB1 is of Type i) or all
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integer j′ with j ≤ j′ ≤ β(B1) (when XB1 is of Type ii) from J, and go to next j ∈ J.

Suppose that H ′′
1 has a bad 1- or 2-separation (B2, B2) for B1. In this case, we call that

XB2 is of Type I if XB1 is of Type ii, and XB2 is of Type II if XB1 is of Type i, respectively.

In a same way as for B1, we define the paths Qi
B2
’s, RB2 , the sets W i

B2
’s, and ψ(W i

B2
)’s,

add W i
B2

to W , and add Qi
B2

to Q.

Continue the above operation inductively, as long as there exists a bad 1- or 2-

separation for the previous set. (Note that since we defined a malignant separation (F, F )

so that u1 ̸∈ XF , the above operation has to stop.) When a bad 1- or 2-separation Bl

exists and Bl+1 does not exist, finally, we delete all integer j′ with j ≤ j′ ≤ β(Bl) − 1

(when XBl
is of Type i) or all integer j′ with j ≤ j′ ≤ β(Bl) (when XBl

is of Type ii) from

J, and go to next j ∈ J.

3.6 The set U ∈ U and completion of the proof of Claim 4

For B′
1 and B′

2, dividing them into the sets B′A
1 ,B

′B
1 ,B

′A
2,1, . . . and so on. In a same way

as getting W and ψ in the case for B1 and B2, we obtain the family of vertex sets W ′,

the set of paths Q′, and a mapping ψ′ from W ′ to EL, preserving the property that H ′
1

is still a graph on the cylinder. (That means we never delete a vertex contained in both

of two boundary cycles.) However, in this process, we have to consider the cycle C ′ with

“reverse” orientation. For example, in each step, we consider the maximum integer j ∈ J′,

we define the path PK as a subpath of D′ such that PK starts from yK , each vertex in

PK is a neighbor of xα′(K), and the end vertex, say wK , of PK with wK ̸= yK satisfies

wKxα′(K)−1 ∈ E(G′).

Now suppose that we get the family of vertex sets W ′, the set of paths Q′ and the

mapping ψ′. Let U = W ∪ W ′, U0 = V (G) − V (C) − UK0 −
∪

U∈U U , φ(U) = ψ(U) if

U ∈ W , and φ(U) = ψ′(U) if U ∈ W ′. By the construction, for each U ∈ U , each Q ∈ Q

which corresponds to U is a hamilton path of the subgraph of G induced by U ∪{xi, xi+1}
connecting xi and xi+1, where xixi+1 = φ(U). So condition (U3) holds. Since we deleted

all 1- or 2-separations from H1, H0 satisfies condition (U1). Since both ψ and ψ′ are

injections, ψ(W ) ⊂ ER and ψ′(W ′) ⊂ EL, we have that φ is an injection, so condition

(U4) holds.

This completes the proof of Claim 4, and Theorem 2. □
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